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Little Paxton Primary School Governing Body 

Minutes for the meeting of the Full Governing Body 

held on Monday 23rd May 2022 at 6.30pm 

Present: 

In attendance: 

Maxine Howells  

Ashley Johnston Deputy Head   

Alison Gatward   School Business Manager acting as clerk 

     

         

1. Welcome and apologies 
The Chair welcomed the Governing Body (GB) to the meeting. 

Welcome to Maxine and Ashley 

Toni-lee Beckton (prospective co-opted Governor) unable to attend this evening held up at work.  

 

Apologies received and accepted from:  

The meeting was quorate. 

 

2. Declaration of interests and review of register of interests 2021/22 
There were no changes to interests declared.  

 

3. Governors’ responsibilities: Challenge, Scrutiny, Support  
The Chair reminded the GB of their role: 

● Ensuring clarity of vision, ethos and strategic direction; - Simple vision shared at previous meeting. 
● Holding the headteacher to account for the educational performance of the school and its pupils; and 
● Overseeing the financial performance of the school and making sure its money is well spent. 

 

4. Objectives for 2021/2022 School Year  
The Chair reminded the FGB of their objectives: 

● Ensuring that the school and governors are suitably prepared for OFSTED inspection 
● Providing continued oversight, scrutiny, challenge and support to ensure that the school delivers on the 

success criteria as set out in its development plan  
● Supporting the school to develop and correctly finance an Asset Management Plan   
● Supporting the school to develop more effective engagement with parents and guardians 

Samantha Byers    Parent Governor  Neil Donoghue  Co-opted Governor  

Richard Fairbairn  Co-opted Governor Tim Gawler  Parent Governor 

Andrew Kinglake Parent Governor  Nickie Moore  Head Teacher  

Stephen Robinson  Co-opted Governor Alex Simkin  Staff Governor  

Paul Warmington  LA Governor  Austin Willett Parent Governor  

  

Ian Cunningham  Parent Governor Victoria McAuley-Eccles  Co-opted Governor 
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5. Approval of minutes from previous meeting 

Minutes for FGB 25.04.22 were circulated for governors to review prior to the meeting.  

There were no comments, and the minutes were approved.  

6. Introduction of Maxine Howells 
MH introduced herself she lives in Wyboston and was a head teacher until April of this year. She has held 2 
headships – most recently 8 years in Central Bedfordshire middle school and for 4 years in a Bedford Borough 
school. Prior to that she was a deputy head in a group of 4 schools during a process of change as the schools 
merged. Decided to take a step away from leading a school to set up a coaching and consulting business. She wants 
to continue to work with school leaders. Becoming a governor gives her an opportunity to give back, she has 
worked with great governors who have volunteered their time. Also wants to experience being a governor to see 
school leadership from the other side. Decided to look to be in a Cambridgeshire school. Part of her work is training 
governors and school improvement and she wants to get experience of what is strategic rather than operational.  
MH left the meeting – Governors reflected that she was very transparent about the reasons behind applying, very 
positive. NM shared she had no concern working with ex-heads. She will bring lots of experience and open, but 
also aware of the difference between the roles. All governors were supportive of appointment. No objections raise 
– passed unanimously. MH returned to the meeting and was welcomed as a governor.  
 

7. Action Log 

Reference Detail Action Who Due 

2021/2022- 
003 

Follow up with Tracey Boram 
about governor position 

PW to follow up after further skills 
audit has been completed.  

PW, RF On hold  

2021/2022- 
008 

Review and update:  Instrument of Government, Governors’ Code of 
Practice, Standing Orders, Governing Body’s & Committees’ Terms of 
Reference, Constitution of the Committees of the Governing Body, 
Delegations of Decisions Planner 
  

PW, 
VME, 
IC, SR 

On hold 

2021/2022- 
021 

Safeguarding handover 
meeting 

SR to discuss with Nicky. Due to SR 
location is has been difficult to organise 
a suitable time. PW to discuss with SR. 

Meeting scheduled for Friday with SR 
and Head  

Head, 
PW 
and SR 

Complete - 
closed 

2020/2021- 
081 

FGB to look at limitations of 
pay scale ceilings and 
understand staff motivation, 
retention and pathways for 
progression. Piece of work for 
2021-22. 

Already been done with the change to 
LSA, pathways and Phase leaders etc. 
Main Payscale to Upper Payscale – the 
pay policy doesn’t clearly define how 
this works. We now have good examples 
to share and base ours own.  

Evidence should be significant and 
sustained. Review pay policy to ensure it 
meets the needs of the school and 
addresses the issue of moving through 
to Upper Pay Scale.  

Head, 
IC and 
SB  

June Meeting   

 

CLT to review 6.6 
and then share 
with governors at 
the next meeting.  
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2021/2022 
Feb 092 

Following the finance audit, PW will review the current policy and 
procedure with regards to ensuring that Third Party Contractors are 
correctly insured. This will be addressed at the upcoming leadership 
and management visit. 

Neil found latest version dated 2018 of school’s property 
maintenance guide. All the policies are in this so PW can compare 
these to the guidance to ensure they are compliant. 

PW ASAP 

2021/2022 
Mar 093 

RF to circulate the Pre-Ofsted compliance report to the GB. RF Complete 

2021/2022 
Mar 094 

RF to send the Pre-Ofsted compliance report to AS (Action 093) and HT 
to send The Key guidance to AS ready for him to start reviewing the 
school website content regularly. RF and AS to sit down and review 
together 

RF, HT 
& AS 

Update June 
meeting 

2021/22 

Apr 095 

CLT to review agenda of the next inset day to see if there would be 
opportunity for governors to attend. 

Friday 2nd September 9am safeguarding training followed by SDP 
update with all staff. Governors to attend.  

Also to produce an update video on county lines or use videos from 
other Counties that may be appropriate to share. 

CLT Complete 

2021/22 

Apr 096 

Governors to arrange to meet with new DH. CLT to inform governors 
of date for coffee morning should this be organised. 

CLT Complete 

 
8. Head-teacher’s report  

Report attached to the minutes. NM apologised that this was not available in advance.  
 
QU: OPAL what is it? Outdoor Play and Learning. It gives lunchtime and playtime more structure. e.g. an old boat 
that can be played with. Encourages the children to use their imagination and take risks that have been properly 
assessed.  It will require £5,000 investment (* not £9,000 as stated in the meeting) for training and setting up the 
programme. This can be funded by the Olympic Legacy Funding. They will recommend different areas to be 
developed. It takes away the pressure of finding things for the children to play with to stop them being bored. QU: 
There is a skilful staff team here, can they not come up with a scheme? This has been an ongoing question that 
has been open since NM arrived here. Two members of staff are visiting a school in London today, they should 
present to governors. If the children are actively engaged at lunchtime they will be happier and so there are less 
issues that then need to be resolved. The staff will be equipped to deliver something that is sustainable and already 
risk assessed. QU: Are there any other equivalents? There was another company who offered something similar 
but it lacked CPD and strategic planning. QU: How would you measure the positive impact? Improvements on how 
lunchtime is running at the moment. Governors requested school to prepare a full business plan to share with 
governors and bring this back to the FGB.  
Action 097 
 
Confidential minute – not to be published 
QU: Issue in Y1? Is this an issue that can be worked through? Working closely with the team to support the team 
and develop them with CPD as required. Good engagement in this process. QU: Will these tensions likely return 
after the maternity leave has completed? There will be different teams and will work with each party in their new 
roles and offer the same mentoring and support.  
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Safeguarding – nothing significant to report.  
 

9. Topic Presentation: Leadership and Management  
Presentation attached to the minutes.  
Ashley Johnston introduced herself and gave some background to her teaching career. Most recently worked in 
outstanding schools. Wants to use her experience to develop and nurture the school on a journey to where it 
deserves to me. She wants to empower the staff to be the best they can be.  
QU: Staff governor confirmed that AJ has been a positive mentor already. This passion to be part of the schools 
journey came across at interview. She has met with all subject leaders to assess where they were all at with the 
aim to develop consistency across the school. Subject release time needs to be planned in. QU: Are you making a 
differentiation between subjects? Currently the focus is English and Maths but ideally should be across all subjects 
and have consistent release time. Other subjects will become the focus in time. New ideas have already been 
introduced and these have been positively received. QU: Is 10 minutes CPD in staff meeting enough? Subject 
leaders to meet together in addition to the CPD focus in staff meeting. We want this to be part of our culture so 
that there are small snippets of CPD at every opportunity. Leadership time for the Phase Leaders is allocated and 
they have been having this time recently as it had previously been taken away. DM is Phase Lead for EYFS, AJ Y1-
2, LC 3-6 (supported by RJ) QU: Who will be leading subjects next year and who will be leading phases? Subject 
leaders are not changing. Phase Leaders will need to be confirmed. Subject leaders generally only change due to 
staff leaving rather than just changing. Teachers like to have the ownership of subjects and their subject lead is 
linked into their CPD. Would ideally like to link governors to subjects. Develop a cycle of constant feedback. QU: 
You spoke about CPD input to other staff, what about your own CPD? Developed so much already using skills to 
address new scenarios. Goal is eventually to become a Head Teacher and NM is supportive of this. QU: Do you 
have opportunity to reflect on these new experiences? As a CLT we are constantly communicating with each other 
and reflecting on how things have gone. AJ reflects on her own practice to see how things can be done better. Plan 
for AJ to attend the Leadership conference next year. Next half term AJ will be given opportunity to take time out 
to reflect. QU: Are there opportunities to go to teaching conferences, submit abstracts and opportunity for 
networking? AJ needs to time to settle in but there are other heads with effective deputies so NM is looking to 
arrange this support.  
 
QU: CLT structure update, where are you at? The senior leadership team needs to be clearly defined. This does 
not exclude others from bringing ideas to the team. The core is HT, DHT and SBM who have a very effective working 
relationship. There can be a core team and a wider leadership team above the middle leadership team. Practically 
there are some discussions that need to be kept within a core team. The structure needs to be clear and include 
what decisions are made where. A clear structure helps to develop staff into those positions.  
 
QU: What is your biggest worry and what have you been most impressed about? The attitudes of the children and 
how articulate they are. They are happy to come and speak to me. Covered some lessons and starting to build 
relationships with the children. My worry is, there is a lot to do, and when are Ofsted going to come back? Hope 
we can implement changes before we have had chance to move things forward. 
 
QU: Parental engagement, do people talk you in the playground? If Luna is there, many greet us but not much 
interaction beyond that. There is always a queue of people going to the office rather than speaking to those on 
duty in the playground. The CLT are accessible but not often approached. It will come, it is just taking the parents 
time. The CLT will continue to consistently be on duty.  
 
Dress code policy for staff – this will be introduced as we have high expectations of our children and this needs to 
start with staff modelling smart and appropriate appearance. The children are not wearing the correct uniform. 
QU: What staff consultation has happened and how will this be presented? This has been shared with governors 
first to receive feedback. Work clothes for staff need to be appropriate. A clear policy removes ambiguity and 
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helps with implementation. Governors proposed that they follow the policy if they are attending meetings with 
staff during the school day. QU: Good for governors to understand what you are looking to do. If you are consulting 
then you need to take on board any feedback. A couple of weeks consultation with a reminder, be available for 
discussion. QU: Will this put barriers in place with children who may find school difficult? Is it very authoritarian 
dress and formal clothing? Will this upset any children? This should be a positive thing for staff and children. In 
outstanding and effective schools, there is an expectation and we have to move towards that, but will explore this 
in the consultation.  
QU: What about MDS? Is their role not different? We will look to include them specifically in the policy and ensure 
the policy is adaptable.  
 

10. Link Governor Reports  
Safeguarding 29th April Stephen Robinson (report to be provided) 
Tour of the school, checked the policies KCSIE, safeguarding training, CP processes and files. SCR and SATS process.  
Children entering at the end of lunch went straight into class and were ready to read, it was evident that there are  
really effective routines. 
KCSIE safeguarding relating to SEN children needs to be reviewed as there could be more information which needs 
to be shared with staff.   
Lettings policy – schools need to seek assurance that safeguarding processes are in place as part of letting the 
school out.  
Safeguarding training is up to date.  Recently started staff have watched the video. Prevent training – SBM needs 
to check all staff have completed this. Safeguarding process has a good system for chronology detailing what has 
been logged when. QU: What is a nagging doubt? Teacher hearing a child say I have not had breakfast, playing 
something not age appropriate. Brings together observations from different people to gather up different pieces 
of the jigsaw.  
SCR – spot check. Few gaps for newer members of staff. Governors tab had gaps on it. AG to advise Governors 
what information is required from them.  
Action 098 
 
Cleaning staff – need to have safeguarding training in the same way as everyone else.  
Further visit – termly would be good. SR to attend safeguarding training.  
 
SR also conducted at SATS administration check – all fully compliant.  
Samantha Byers came on Monday and Thursday of year 6 SATS week. Students relaxed and everything was put 
into place. It seemed like a long time since SATS had been done. A file of evidence was already collated so it was 
ready should a moderator visit. SATS teams were trained before hand to ensure that everyone understood what 
needed to be done.  
 
MH will share a template for governor visit reports. All reports to be stored in the visits folder on the google drive.  
Action 099 
 

11. Policies  
Governor comments have been incorporated into the policies and resaved to the google drive. AG apologised they 
were not completed in time to resend to governors. A summary document of amends made has also been included 
in the folder. Governors to review amended policies and confirm by the end of the week they are ratified.   
Action 100 

• Appraisal and Capability – EPM model policy 

• Financial Guide  

• Management of sickness and absence – EPM model policy  

• Terms of Reference – agreed 3 governors on the salary review committee 
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• Special Leave of Absence– It was agreed to maintain 1 day paid for leave to care for dependants as per current 

policy.   

• First Aid and Administering Medication – reworked postponed to June 

 
Policy contents are operational governors need to know that the process has been followed and that they are 
in place to guide the school. Process will work if the timeline is followed and there are a proportionate number 
of policies to review each month. Governors need to respond by the due date and they need to be re-issued 
ahead of the meeting. It was agreed that all policies to be reviewed at the next meeting will be with Governors 
within a week of the last meeting, Governors will then have a minimum of a full week to review and comment. 
The school will then incorporate any comments and answer any queries raised and the amended policies with 
a summary sheet of changes made will be sent to Governors one week ahead of the next meeting. A timetable 
will be produced in the minutes of each meeting to ensure clarity.   
Timeline for next meeting: Policies out to Governors 3rd June 

Feedback deadline 12th June  
Return to Governors 15th June  

 
12. Training opportunities 

Updated list from Local Authority shared with governors by PW.  
Prevent training must be done https://www.elearning.prevent.homeoffice.gov.uk/la2/screen1.html 
QU: does someone need to have done each type of training? This is not stipulated but it is best practice to have 
good coverage. LA to support and give direction to governors so there can be a plan for training for the year.   
 
PW reiterated the importance of each Governor being responsible for taking up training opportunities.  
 

13. Correspondence received 
Chair received emails that are marked private and confidential with information about Local Authority visits. These 
will be shared with governors as appropriate so that link governors for curriculum can see the feedback from the 
visits.   
 

14. Safeguarding  
No safeguarding concerns were raised from the meeting. Gaps for governors in SCR to be reviewed later this week 

NM and AG.  

Action 098 School to email individual Governors with what is required if any gaps are identified  
15. Any other urgent business 

Standing item about finance to be added to the agenda.  
Confirmation that the budget was approved in the last meeting and that the governers who were not in attendance 
also reviewed and approved the budget outside of the meeting.  
 
Request for approval to spend £12,769 on the running track and to also look at spending up to £8,000 to replace 
the slide tower in EYFS. Both projects will use the Olympic Legacy Funding which needs to be allocated by the end 
of the year. Proposal for running track attached to the minutes.  
Action 101 
Action – This spend will need to be approved by Governors and the school to send a business case out to all 
Governors for approval via email.  
 
Richard Fairbairn has written to resign from the FGB following 6 years in post. He was thanked for his contribution 
and confirmed that the next meeting will be his last.  
 

https://www.elearning.prevent.homeoffice.gov.uk/la2/screen1.html
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Confirmation of new governor mentors – mentor required for Maxine. Austin is mentoring Andrew and Tim is 
mentor for Sam.  Mentors to let new governors settle in and then arrange a time to meet to discuss the role and 
support required.  
 
Paul Warmington has spoken to George Hayes in the LA explaining that we have new governors and other more 
experienced governors are unable to step up to be the Chair. Paul cannot continue in September as chair. George 
is looking for someone to step into the role for a year or so.  
 

16. Dates of next meetings of the Governing Body 
Next meeting Monday 27th June 2022. 

Meeting closed at 21:30 pm  

Actions carried forward  

Reference Detail Action Who Due 

2021/2022- 003 Follow up with 
Tracey Boram about 
governor position 

PW to follow up after further skills audit has 
been completed.  

PW, 
RF 

On hold  

2021/2022- 008 Review and update:  Instrument of Government, Governors’ Code of 
Practice, Standing Orders, Governing Body’s & Committees’ Terms of 
Reference, Constitution of the Committees of the Governing Body, 
Delegations of Decisions Planner 
  

PW, 
VME, 
IC, SR 

On hold 

2020/2021- 081 FGB to look at 
limitations of pay 
scale ceilings and 
understand staff 
motivation, 
retention and 
pathways for 
progression. Piece 
of work for 2021-22. 

Already been done with the change to LSA, 
pathways and Phase leaders etc. Main Payscale 
to Upper Payscale – the pay policy doesn’t 
clearly define how this works. We now have 
good examples to share and base ours own.  

Evidence should be significant and sustained. 
Review pay policy to ensure it meets the needs 
of the school and addresses the issue of moving 
through to Upper Pay Scale.  

Head, 
IC 
and 
SB  

June 
Meeting   

CLT to 
review 6.6 
and then 
share with 
governors at 
the next 
meeting.  

2021/2022 
Mar 094 

RF to send the Pre-Ofsted compliance report to AS (Action 093) and HT 
to send The Key guidance to AS ready for him to start reviewing the 
school website content regularly. RF and AS to sit down and review 
together 

RF, 
HT & 
AS 

Update June 
meeting 

 

Actions from this meeting 

Reference Detail Action Who Due 

2021/22 

May 097 

OPAL proposal Business plan required to support the introduction 
of this scheme detailing objectives to be achieved 
and measurable results 

CLT June 
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2021/22 

May 098 

SCR governor gaps Details of missing information to be sent to 
governors 

AG ASAP 

2021/22 

May 099 

Governor Visits 
template 

Provide proposed template to record governor 
visits.  

MH ASAP 

2021/22 

May 100 

Policies Governors to review amended policies and confirm 
by the end of the week they are ratified.   

All  27/05/22 

2021/22 

May 101 

OLF Spend 
Approval 

Business Case for Running track to be sent to 
governors for approval by email.  

AG / Govs ASAP 

 

 

 


